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Concept on Praxis:  Theoretical foundations about how learning occurs; how students 
construct knowledge, acquire skills, and develop habits of mind; examples of important 
theorists and terms that relate to learning Understanding of the theory of how students learn 
specifically students should review:  
 

Concepts addressed in these courses: Understanding of the theory of how students learn; 
specifically students should review: 

Behaviorists  
• Pavlov  

o The "dog" guy. Classical conditioning is when a neutral stimulus can 
become a conditioned stimulus if paired with an unconditioned stimulus.  

• Skinner  
o The "rat and pigeon" guy. Behavior can shaped by using reinforcement  

• Thorndike  
ο Law of Effect- If an event is followed by a satisfying change it is more likely 

to be repeated. If an even is followed by an unsatisfying change it is less 
likely to be repeated.  

Constructionist 
• Piaget  

ο Students create learning by interacting with their environment and seeking 
equilibrium in situations of confusion.  

• Vygotsky  
ο Students learn in a social setting, particularly from peers who are slightly 

more knowledgeable than they.  

• Bandura  
o Social Learning Students can learn by observing or watching a model.  

• Brunner  
o Three modes of representing the world  

• Enactive, motor responses  
• Iconic, images  
• Symbolic, words or symbols represent objects  

ο Spiral Curriculum, present learning activities from all three modes of 
representation, present things in a manner that students can understand  
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• Ausubel  
ο Prior knowledge assists students in understanding/interpreting new 

experiences  
• Sensory register  

Hearing, seeing, tasting, touching, smelling information is held there for a very 
short period of time  

• Short term memory  
Also called working memory, a limited amount of information can be stored for a 
short time while rehearsing or working to transfer it to long term memory  

• Long term memory  
Episodic- personal experiences 
Semantic- facts, information  
Procedural- knowing how to do things, such as drive a car    

• Schema  
The hierarchical network of related concepts    

• Background knowledge  
Previous learning or knowledge that forms a background for current learning    

• Interference  
Information is pushed aside or confused with other information   

• Automaticity  
A level of rapid and ease with which tasks can be preformed that require little 
mental effort  

• Massed practice  
Practice occurs over a short period of time, like cramming for an exam    

• Distributed practice  
Practice that occurs over a long period oftime with periodic reviews      

• Rote learning  
Memorization of facts, typically in isolation without context   

• Mnemonics  
Memory devices, such as 30 days hath September ...     

• Meaningful learning  
Material that is related to previous learning and in a context    

• Metacognition  
Knowledge about one's own learning, thinking strategies, study skills    

• Advance organizers  
Activities and techniques that provide a foundation for learning that will occur    

• Transfer of learning  
The use of learning in multiple situations  
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